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Abstract
At present, oﬃce entrances and exits are controlled mainly
using RFID tags, such as employee ID cards or admission
cards. When using an RFID tag, the card reader is placed
at the entrance and recognition only occurs when entering
the room in most cases. Thus, the information required to
enter is only recognized during entry but not when
leaving. In this paper, we propose a method for exit
recognition that uses an illuminometer and an
accelerometer embedded in a mobile sensor, which
assesses the changes in the illuminance and acceleration
data for subjects. We analyze the walking data obtained
from the feature values of the acceleration data and the
exit data derived from the feature values of the
illuminance. We found that this method achieves 87.60%
of accuracy for exit recognition.
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Introduction
Recently, oﬃce entrance systems that use RFID tags and
card readers have become very popular. In such systems,
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however, recognition only occurs during entry and it does
not assume, mainly from cost reason, to recognize when
people leave the room. In this study, we propose the use
of a mobile sensors to recognize the conditions in a room.
Mobile sensors include various sensors. Using mobile
sensors to recognize that a subject is leaving a room could
eliminate the cost of installing unnecessary sensor
equipment in buildings.Obtaining real-time entrance and
exit information may allow air conditioning or lighting to
be switched oﬀ to save electricity. In this study, we
propose an exit recognition method that uses an
illuminometer and an accelerometer mounted on the
mobile sensors. Basically, it is assumed that making an
exit is impossible when a subject stops moving. Our
method analyzes the walking data obtained from the
feature values of the acceleration data and the exit data
derived from the feature values of the illuminance.
Changes in various conditions may be expected when
leaving a room, thus we evaluate the changes in the
illuminance and acceleration data related to the subject.
Figure 1: Method employed to
wear the mobile sensors

Related Work
The recent popularity of iPhone or Android mobile
sensors has simplified the measurement of human
activities [1]. In the field of medical services [2], for
example, they can obtain data that are relevant to
lifestyle-related diseases, which may be useful for their
prevention [3]. In sport, dancing, and traditional arts, the
patterns in data may be useful for evaluating the learning
levels of subjects [4].

Proposed Method
In this section, we describe the proposed method used to
determine room exits based on an accelerometer and an
illuminometer mounted on the mobile sensors such as
smartphones.
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Calculation of feature values
In this section, we describe the methods used to analyze
the illuminance and acceleration sensor data obtained in
experiments. In order to calculate the feature values, we
split the sensor data into regular time intervals and focus
on each specific segment or time window The feature
values are calculated for each time window and the time
windows are displaced for each setup time. The setup
time used to displace the time window is called a width
shift . Machine learning is then performed using the
feature values obtained from each sensor.
Machine learning
Training data are required to perform recognition using
machine learning. Thus, the feature values used for
machine learning are extracted from the feature values
dataset. Acceleration data are eﬀective for human activity
recognition learning. Thus, our proposed learning method
recognizes whether subjects are walking based on the
acceleration feature values whereas leaving is determined
using the illumination feature values.

Evaluation
In this section, we performed evaluation experiments to
assess the accuracy of room exit recognition using an
accelerometer and an illuminometer mounted on the
mobile sensors.
Data set
We collected sensor data using the mobile sensors to
perform the evaluation experiment. In four experimental
environments, five subjects each performed two types of
experimental patterns three times and 120 data sets were
collected. We also conducted these experiments during
the daytime and the nighttime. Thus, 240 data sets were
collected in total.
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Experimental environment
We selected four places where the local environment
diﬀered to perform the room exit recognition experiments.

Table 1: The outline of the
learning feature values
Patterns
Pattern A
Pattern A
Pattern B

Time(s)
55–65
20–30
57–67

Label
exit
walk inside
stay

Total Number
1320
1320
1320
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Figure 2: Illuminance feature
values of Pattern A in the
daytime
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Figure 3: Illuminance feature
values of Pattern B in the
daytime
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Data collection
The subjects performed two experimental patterns, as
follows.
Pattern A: Walking around inside the room (1 min) →
Exit (about 5 s) → Walking around outside the room (1
min)
Pattern B: Walking around inside the room (1 min) →
Pause (about 5 s) → Walking around inside the room (1
min)
Data collection method
We used an accelerometer and illuminance data to
recognize room exits, where a Google NEXUS5 was used
as the mobile sensors for data collection. A data
acquisition application for Android (Sense-it) was used to
collect the accelerometer and illuminance data. The
sensor data were recorded at intervals of 100 Hz. During
the experiment, the device was worn as shown in Figure 1.
Extraction the feature values
We calculated the feature values using the accelerometer
and illuminance data. The time window was specified as
every 10 s and the width shift had a 1 s interval. The
feature values were calculated for every time window. For
the illuminance data, the average value, sum of the
diﬀerence, maximum value, minimum value, and the
diﬀerence between the maximum and minimum values
were calculated as feature values. The sum of the
diﬀerence is the value obtained by subtracting the first
value from the last value in a time window. For the
acceleration data, because the device attachment is not
fixed, we determine the square root of the sum of the
squares in three axes and calculate the distribution.
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Extraction of the active sections
We extracted the learning feature values from the
calculated feature values for use in machine learning.
Using the feature values obtained from the experiment
with Pattern A, the feature values of the illuminance data
between 55 s and 65 s that contained exit actions were
labeled and extracted as the exit data. The feature values
of the acceleration data between 20 s and 30 s that
contained walking inside actions were labeled and
extracted as the walking data. Using the feature values
obtained with Pattern B, the feature values of the
acceleration data between 57 s and 67 s that contained
pause actions were labeled and extracted as the pause
data. In total, 3960 feature values were acquired. The
numbers of feature data points used for learning each
process are shown in Table 1.
Evaluation method
We performed machine learning using the statistical
analysis software R and assessed the proposed method.
We used a SVM [5] as the classifier. We used the
following three types of learning methods to determine the
best feature values for machine learning.
Leave-one-person-out learning: In this learning method,
the feature values were divided among subjects, thus the
subjects used for learning were separate from the subjects
used for testing.
Leave-one-place-out learning: In this learning method, the
feature values were divided among experimental
environments, thus the environments used for learning
were separate from the environments used for testing.
Leave-one-person-and-one-place-out learning: In this
learning method, the feature values were divided among
experimental environments and subjects, thus the
environments and subjects used for learning were separate
from the environments and subjects used for testing.
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Table 2: Recognition accuracy
for only walking
correct\prediction
stay
walk
accuracy

stay
544
165

walk
776
2475
76.23[%]

Table 3: Recognition accuracy
for only exits
correct\prediction
except exit
exit
accuracy

except exit
2477
252

exit
163
1068
89.52[%]

Table 4: Recognition accuracy
for walking plus exit
correct\prediction
walk inside
stay
exit
accuracy

except exit
1210
1279
340

exit
110
41
980
87.60[%]

Table 5: Recognition accuracy
for only walking
correct\prediction
stay
walk
accuracy

stay
553
166

walk
767
2474
76.44[%]

Table 6: Recognition accuracy
for only exits
correct\prediction
except exit
exit
accuracy

except exit
2173
463

exit
467
857
76.52[%]

The recognition accuracies for only walking, only exits,
and walking plus exits were derived and evaluated using
each learning method.

Result
This sections describes the results obtained using the
proposed methods.
Feature values
Each feature value was calculated from the data collected.
The features extracted in each experiment are shown in
Figure 2 and Figure 3, where the graph at the top
represents Pattern A and the graph at the bottom
represents Pattern B.
The raw data for illuminance are expressed as ”raw”, the
average value is expressed as the ”mean”, the sum of the
diﬀerence in the values is expressed as ”diﬀsum”, the
maximum value is expressed as ”max”, the minimum value
is expressed as ”min”, and the diﬀerence between the
maximum and minimum value is expressed as ”minmax”.
There were great changes in each illuminance feature
value after exiting with Pattern A, but few changes in the
illuminance feature values after exiting with Pattern B.
The graphs of the illuminance feature values show that
diﬀerent results were obtained with various environments,
time zones, subjects, and experimental patterns.
Recognition results obtained by machine learning
Machine learning was performed and the recognition
accuracy was verified based on the learning feature values.
The accuracies of walking, exits, and walking plus exits
were derived using the three learning method. The
formula used to determine the accuracy was as follows.
Accuracy =

number of correct predictions
× 100%
total number of feature values
(1)
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Results obtained using leave-one-person-out learning
Table 2 show that the recognition accuracy for only
walking was 76.23%, Table3 show that for only exits was
89.52%, and Table 4 show that for walking plus exit was
87.60%. Thus, more accurate results were obtained than
the accurate results of leave-one-place-out learning and
leave-one-person-and-one-place-out learning.
Results obtained using leave-one-place-out learning
Table 5 show that the recognition accuracy for only
walking was 76.44%, Table 6 show that for only exits was
76.52%, and Table 7 show that for walking plus exits was
76.74%.
Result obtained using leave-one-person-and-one-place-out
learning
Table 8 show that the recognition accuracy for only
walking was 75.86%, Table 9 that for only exits was
75.88%, and Table 10 that for walking plus exits was
76.26%. Thus, the accuracies of leave-one-place-out
learning and leave-one-person-and-one-place-out learning
were similar.

Discussion
In this section, we consider the results obtained using
each method and future research. We tested three
learning methods for recognizing walking, exits, and
walking plus exits. We determined the recognition
accuracy for walking and exits using our proposed
methods. Slightly better recognition results were obtained
using walking plus exits compared with the recognition
method using only walking and only exits based on
leave-one-place-out learning and
leave-one-person-and-one-place-out learning. The
recognition accuracy with walking only was the lowest
with all methods. When the walking recognition accuracy
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Table 7: Recognition accuracy
for walking plus exit
correct\prediction
walk inside
stay
exit
accuracy

except exit
1093
1157
531

exit
227
163
789
76.74[%]

Table 8: Recognition accuracy
for only walking
correct\prediction
stay
walk
accuracy

stay
544
180

walk
776
2460
75.86[%]

Table 9: Recognition accuracy
for only exits
correct\prediction
except exit
exit
accuracy

except exit
2156
471

exit
484
849
75.88[%]

Table 10: Recognition accuracy
for walking plus exit
correct\prediction
walk inside
stay
exit
accuracy

except exit
1079
1155
534

exit
241
165
786
76.26[%]

was low, the recognition accuracy was aﬀected for walking
plus exits and the overall accuracy was reduced.

we will also recognize room exits in real time.

Acknowledgement
We consider that the recognition accuracy for walking plus
exits was not improved greatly because of the low walking
recognition accuracy. Thus, we must consider the feature
values obtained from the acceleration sensor, the width
shift value, and the time window value in future research.
Leave-one-place-out learning and
leave-one-person-and-one-place-out learning were less
accurate than leave-one-person-out learning. Out results
suggest that the eﬀect of the environment was greater
than the eﬀect of the subjects. Thus, it will be necessary
to perform the experiments in more environmental
settings in the future.

Summary
In this study, we proposed a method for recognizing room
exits based on accelerometer and illuminance data
collected by MEMS sensors mounted on the mobile
sensors. We assessed the discrimination accuracy using
three diﬀerent learning methods: leave-one-person-out
learning, leave-one-place-out learning, and
leave-one-person-and-one-place-out learning.
Leave-one-person-out learning obtained particularly
accurate results. However, it will be necessary to increase
the walking recognition accuracy using other methods and
feature value calculations. Thus, we will aim to improve
the walking plus exit recognition accuracy by increasing
the accuracy of walking discrimination in future studies. In
addition, we found that changes in the local environment
had greater eﬀects than the diﬀerences among subjects.
Therefore, we will assess the accuracy using various
environmental patterns. These verification experiments
will require large volumes of data, thus we plan to develop
methods to acquire data more easily. In future research,
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The part of this research are the following researches.
Basic research (B) Sensor context estimation techniques
by two levels of meaning layer and physical layer
(Principal Investigator: Sozo Inoue)
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